Who does selection data apply to?

Selection data represents the standard of selection for current year 12 students with an ATAR or its equivalent studying:

- the VCE or
- interstate equivalent or
- International Baccalaureate in Victoria.

Selection data does not represent the selection standard for Non-Year 12 applicants and past VCE students.

The selection data report

The Clearly in ATAR

The clearly-in ATAR is the point at or above which all ranked (eligible) applicants who applied for a particular course were made an offer for that course.

Other symbols used under the heading of clearly-in ATAR

- **Range of Criteria (RC)**
  The RC indicator is used for courses that select using a range of criteria. The selection criteria used for current year 12 students is listed under selection mode in each course entry in the VTAC Guide.

- **Not available (n/a)**
  When a course has fewer than 10 offers for current year 12 students; it is difficult to calculate an accurate reflection of the selection standard. As a result ‘n/a’ is listed beside the course entry.

- **Where more than 10 offers have been made and an n/a published, applicants are advised to contact the institution directly to discuss their situation.**

- ‘-' indicates that no data is published for this course.

The percentage of offers below the clearly-in ATAR

The % of offers below the clearly-in ATAR indicates the percentage of all current year 12 offers made to students who have an ATAR below the clearly-in ATAR for a particular course. For example: If the % of offers below the clearly-in ATAR is 25%, then 25% of current year 12 students with an ATAR lower than the clearly-in ATAR received an offer from that course.

The clearly in ATAR is based on the actual ATAR a student receives. Offers made to applicants below the clearly in ATAR take into account additional bonus points for which an applicant may be eligible for as part of one of the many institutional access and equity schemes, middle-band statements or regional access schemes.

This means, in some cases, that the clearly-in ATAR may be lower than the previously published minimum ATARs on government and institutional websites.
**Totals**

- **Year 12 Offers** indicates the number of ranked offers made to all current year 12 students.
- **Total Offers** indicates the number of offers made to all applicants across all rounds – please note the totals for VET programs ending in ‘1’ only represent current year 12 totals and not the entire applicant population.